Video Message to Our Members in Leadership About UAS Registration

Thank you for your service to the AMA!
We know that many of you are being approached with questions regarding FAA's UAS Registration process. In this video we share where we stand at this moment and our plans moving forward.

Frequently Asked Questions

There is a lot of miscommunication centered around the FAA UAS Registration Process. Here are a list of Frequently Asked Questions that you may get asked by your fellow AMA members.

FAA UAS Talking Points

This downloadable white sheet provides some talking points as to AMA's position regarding FAA's UAS Registration.

AMA's Advocacy Efforts

Read highlights of our advocacy efforts. We have made many victories in the past couple years such as allowing sailplanes to fly over 400' as well as preventing giant scale and jets from being grounded. Just this month we halted legislation in OH and NY that would have grounded all model aircraft in local communities.
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